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L. Genzel (German_y) and P. L. Richards (Berkeley) at the FT-IR
Symposium in South Carolina.

PRESIDEI{"T'S MESSAGE
I would like to take this opportunity to encourage

readers with questions regarding the Coblentz Society io
contact me directly. This column could serve as a con-
venient vehicle to explain what we are trying to do and,
more significantly, what you would prefer us to be doing.

As noted previously, the Coblentz Board is continuing
to entertain suggestions for new areas of involvement.
We are now looking more carefully at available resources
and attempting to identify areas in which we can partic-
ipate meaninCfuily. Not only will we continue the spectral
publications program and the modern infrared courses,
but we will be more supportive of the Ohio State Spec-
troscopy meeting and invest in the development of widely
needed audio-visual spectroscopy programs with SA-
VANT. Hopefully, the initial SAVANT product will be
on the market by mid-1982.

Finally, let me take this opportunity to encourage
spectroscopists to consider possible recipients for next
year's Coblentz Award, Williams-WrightAward, and Lip-
pincott Medal. Specific details on deadlines and related
requirements wiLl be made available in a future Newslet-
ter.

Have a pleasant autumn.
Wrllrenr C. Flennls

SPECTROSCOPIC FORECASTS: THE
SOFTWARE MONSTER

T. Hirschfeld
With every year that passes, computers make further
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inroads on infrared spectroscopy, and software makes
bigger inroads on computers. Already we are at the point
at which the computer system is the major cost factor in
a modern spectrometer, and of course computer pricing
policies reflect the fact that software is currently costing
five times as much as hardware.

This, of course, should not surprise us too much. After
ell, a university education, of whose value in the labora-
tory we have such high opinions, is nothing but software.
And our ca.reer growth as individuals is mainly software
as well. But, in evolving toward an infrared laboratory in
which software is openly or behind the scenes the biggest
capital expenditure, and programming its various forms
a steadily larger portion of the spectroscopists work-load,
the issue of how well we cope with software problems is
critical. And we are not doing too well with it.

What is wrong with software? To start with, it is
obviously too expensive. This is in great part a conse-
quence of the enormous variety of needs in the spectro-
scopic community which make a full set of software too
expensive or too large and a partial one too restricted in
market. This is compounded by the lack of transporta-
bility of software in which a change of even instrument
model is a problem, and a change of manufacturer creates
havoc. Finally, the human r:ngineering of most IR spec-
trometers'software is, to put it mildly, sketchy, requiring
a spectroscopist to learn all kinds of esoterica and prac-
tically become a "computer jock" in order to do his job.
Numerous unspoken assumptions, hidden glitches, and
nebulous descriptions make the staft-up of new software
as large a task as the start-up of the instrument itself.

But do not despair. Help is on the way from a number

W. Vidrine at a reception at the Columbia meeting.
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of different directions. (1) The reduced cost ofhardware
is being exploited to reduce the need for software sophis-
tication. Thus, for faster computers we can dispense with
assembly subprograms, algorithm shortcuts, or internal
optimization subroutines. We must be careful not to
derail this trend by overinsistence on low initial instru-
ment cost at the sacrifice of future operating expenses.
(2) Eventually the insistence of us, the customers, will
force instrument manufacturers to increase their soft-
ware commonality (as has already happened in business
computers) or to go to standardized high level languages
applicable to all. It behooves us to push this. (3) An
extremely promising approach is the decision by many
instrument makers to develop for their instruments a
higher level language (one level above Fortran or Basic)
that directly communicates with the user in "spectros-
copy." Here the translation of our spectroscopic wishes
into their mathematical expression is done by the ma-
chine. This will not only allow us to generate software
rapidly as we need it, but will allow us to do so without
having to acquire a new discipline outside our primary
interest. This deserves encouragement.

We've got a few hectic years ahead. But we'll manage.

L. Azarraga and K. Kalasinsky after a memorable discussion on frre
ants.

POSTER PAPERS, SLIDE PRESEI{TATIONS, OR
POSTER SLIDES: HOW TO STAIVIP OUT
PARALLEL SESSIONS

As a meeting becomes more successful it attracts more
people. The people, in turn, attract and provide more
and better papers, and suddenly parallel sessions become
necessary. Initially these are separated by subject, but as
more and more papers are added to the program, conflicts
multiply. As the situation worsens, slmchronized sessions
are introduced to allow a mad race between interesting
papers in various sessions, attempts are made to screen
papers (based on abstracts), ever earlier deadlines are
more rigidly enforced.

In an attempt to sidestep this problem poster sessions
evolved. But while this is an excellent way to present 40
papers in an afternoon, they put a heavy strain on authors
both in presenting their papers many times over and in
being unable to attend other presentations in their ses-
sion. Also, the presentation materials must be especially
prepared and are rather unwieldy.

A third alternative is the possible use of modern audio-
visual aids. For under $30.00/day it is possible to rent a
front side slide projector with a synchronized audio tape.
With this device, the very same slides one would normally
use in a presentation can be used to give a "canned"
presentation instead. No cumbersome large posters and
no repetitious description for the authors. In fact, the
work of the latter is now limited to answering questions,
while the listeners can hear the presentation itself by
merely pressing a button. And of course, a lS-minute
spoken presentation is far more detailed than even a
quite extensive poster.

As an added benefit, anyone who has missed that
session due to time conflicts can still hear the full pres-
entation in the evening. And that tape is a good starting
point for an eventual written version of the paper.

On the whole, now may be the time to apply innovation
to the process of presenting the innovations.

C. Foskett chairing a session in South Carolina.

I know the lion, but what's that funny-looking critter on the right?
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